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Ingenious Light  
 
In a Victorian townhouse, interior designer Sule Arinc and architect Gerard Ellis direct the 
daylight into every corner. Result: radiantly beautiful! 
 
The interior designer Sule Arinc rides the wave of success. The remodelling of her London 
home has changed her life. She quits her job and gives free rein to her creative nature. 
She enthusiastically talks about reconciling colours and shapes and she knows how much 
fun it is to implement her customers' preferences. When she is asked by a friend to find 
and furnish a house in London, she is in a frenzy. "Eppie and I have a lot in common," 
she says. "We have Turkish roots, have grown up in the finance industry, and have chosen 
London as the centre of our lives." The best conditions for a challenging project. 
 
Sule finds a promising house in Notting Hill. The Victorian building of the late 19th 
century with a white double front façade, classic ornaments and bay windows. The 
division of the interiors, however, is miles away from all wishful thinking. "My friend 
needed space for her family, music and a social life." She turns to the architectural firm 
Jones Lambell. "Gerard Ellis has already planned my house," says Sule, "this cooperation 
works." "From day one, every detail was discussed," recalls Gerard, "our client has been 
extremely focused on the matter." One and a half years later there is a house one does 
not recognize. Those who enters it, stand in the middle of the dining room and enjoy the 
unobstructed view to the Garden. To create more area and visual axes, the stairwell has 
been moved. "The subject of stairs kept us in suspense for a long time," says Sule. The 
shape of the steel staircase and its finish of bronze-coloured liquid metal were agreed 
only later. All the more demanding was the installation of the four flights of stairs. 
 
Now, on the ground floor, the spacious salon, the dining room and an extension, similar 
to a winter garden, are spreading out. Furniture and materials in the salon combine 
different textures: brass and wood on the coffee table, honey-yellow velvet and 
sheepskin with softly rounded armchairs. Scandinavian vintage carpets zoning the wood 
floor. The fireplace shines with the dramatic grain of Sahara Noir marble. In the colour 
scheme, the Einrichter judges from warm autumn tones. Except for the slender, bronzed 
steel doors and windows on the ground floor, she lets all doors and frames in the colour 
of the walls paint. "I only highlight individual areas like the blue around the fireplace or 
the green living room in the basement, my favourite colours are the earthy tones," Sule 
describes her selection. "I ask my customers if there are any nuances they do not want 
to live with. When combining, I then follow my intuition. "Decisive are the room 
proportions and a whopping pigmentation. "We work with the colours of the London 
Paint & Paper Library," adds Gerard Ellis. To direct the daylight into the basement, the 
architect has light shafts and ledges in walls and ceilings used. The brightness in all rooms 
surprises: "This is unusual for a house in London," says Sule. 
 
On the first floor, the layout for the master bedroom with two bathrooms and a guest 
room is changed. Under the roof, the children's room are accommodated. The furniture 
is selected and arranged piece by piece for each room. Sule works through Alfie's Antique 
Market in London, which is known for originals from the 1950s and 1960s. She visits the 
Galerie Gosserez in Paris. In keeping with the vintage treasures, she chooses 



 

contemporary designer pieces from Italy and Scandinavia as well as lights from R & 
Company in New York. The bathrooms are finished with marble of different provenance: 
Thassos, Cala-catta Oro, Anatolia Cream, Filetto Gray. The favourite spot of the hostess 
is by the fireplace in the drawing room. Sule has placed willow logs around the hearth. 
"In Turkey, we have no fireplaces in the houses," she says. “Eppie sits and plays on the 
piano, she'll relax here best." 
 
Info: Sule Arinc, www.ateliertdelight.com, Jones Lambell LLP Architects & Interior 
Designers, www.jlad.co.uk 
 
 
 
Photo Caption 01: Rendezvous of the textures: Velvet is compatible with Sahara-Noir 
marble, brass with wood and shaggy sheepskins 
 
Photo Caption 02: TOP: In the salon light materials illuminate the room, heavier as the 
honey-colored velvet of the armchairs absorb the light. BOTTOM: Mood in blue - chairs 
by Ceccotti are grouped around the concrete table by Lema; in the mirror, the branch-
shaped lamp by R & Company doubles. 
 
Photo Caption 03: Minimalist aesthetics: The steel profiles of MHB doors shine with a 
bronze finish 
 
Photo Caption 04: Cool factor: The kitchen by Boffi is set in the right light by mid-century 
luminaires 
 
Photo Caption 05: UPPER AND LOWER RIGHT: Through light wells, the daylight floods 
the living room and makes walls and fabrics shine. The chimney console carries green 
glossy paint. Detail on the ceiling: the spitzrutenförmige plaster. BELOW LEFT: The dining 
table is a custom made of old wood 
 
Photo Caption 06: View from the table onto the stainless steel staircase with a custom 
made carpet by Stark Carpet 
 
Photo Caption 07: TOP: Sule believes in the positive energy of natural materials that she 
masterfully combines - wool, silk, leather, wood. BELOW: Schatz-Kiste - the vintage 
sideboard has found its way from Morentz from the Netherlands to London 
 
Photo Caption 08: TOP: The mistress's bath was designed with Calacatta Oro marble, the 
fittings and swivel mirrors come from Kallista. 
BELOW: From the master bedroom with a bed of flexform, sliding doors open into her 
and his bathroom 
 
Photo Caption 09: In the master bedroom, the blanket was raised. She creates the stage 
for fixture "Arrow" by Apparatus. 


